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INTRODUCTION

These translations and transcriptions, of which the Daitō ryū document is a part of, were produced in the interests of the
American Federation of Jujutsu. Any party or person is free to avail themselves of a copy of this text or any other found
therein.  It  would  be  appreciated  if  you  would  acknowledge  the  AFJ  in  doing so.  Also,  a  hearty “thank you”  to  the
Frenchman C.F. Who made this document and it's HTML scroll page sibling possible by providing me with the original
facsimiles  the scrolls were recorded on (an Academic Textbook Copy).  This  is  the second version of  the PDF,  dated
9/11/2016 and included a variety of corrections. Please dispose of any copy of the original PDF since it does not account
for corrected mistranslations and etc. Reformatting and translation corrections made it necessary to reissue this PDF. The
other version of the Daito Ryu Jujutsu Hidensho is not from the same textual tradition as this one, the PDF for it is then
separate.

The document (the scroll itself), as originally produced by the Japanese is dated between 1900-1955. According to the
traditions of the Daitō ryū some parts of such Daitō ryū documents were originally penned out by Takeda Sokaku himself
(1859 – 1943) and his Shihan. There was (linguistic) evidence found in the scroll to support this claim of an earlier dating
for the core of the document. As the school grew, current headmasters and their shihan added to the scrolls. I was unable to
identify which branch of the Daitō ryū this document came from (it doesn't appear to be  Kōdōkai of the  Daitō ryū as a
document, but there is a copy of the Hiden Mokuroku that is a Kōdōkai document which will contribute to the translations
later in time.) Ergo, we are dealing with (what is largely and exclusively) a 20th document that has no actual sections. It was
originally penned on or around the very early 20th Century and possibly as early as the very turn of the century itself. Some
of the language in the scroll is a late form of pre-modern Japanese that uses 'Osahe' for 'Osae', just as an example. But it is
clearly written in early-early middle 20th Century Japanese language.

Technical Information:  The scroll and school is 20th Century. This school itself, the Daitō ryū apparently has some four or
five main branch lines to date. But what branch does this Hiden Okugi come from? It does not appear to be Kōdōkai, and
some of the scrolls language is a throwback to the very late 19 th Century dialects of Japanese, understandable if some parts
of it were originally penned by or around the time of Takeda Sokaku and his men (being that Takeda Sokaku lived from
1859–1943), remnants then of late 19th Century Japanese language would be expected. This does help support the common-
made claim that Takeda Sokaku and some of his shihan penned out the original versions (or, rather, had it penned out),
given the span of time in which these men lived. 

Here in the last word of the introduction, I hope to make it perfectly clear that  only linguistics and legitimate academics
was applied in the course of rendering translation and the making of these transcriptions, hoping to remain true to the
original content and feel of the  Daitō Ryū Hidensho itself.   This was thought best, so as to provide a more authentic
experience that is devoid of 'stained glass' colorations which offers to obscure the scroll's content. I mean, namely, that one
ought not to approach such important works of translation, having a biased view caused by insistence upon interpreting
things according to one's own beliefs or martial arts experiences.

Logan (J.T.) Weymouth
Shihan, Rokudan (6D)
AFJ & USMA Shinden Yōshin Ryū 
Yudansha, AFJ American Judo.
April 15th, 2016
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第一条
Dai Ichijō
Item One

一、右手ニテ構ヨリ打ツ事

 --  With the Right hand by one's posture striking.

第一条    取放シノ事

Dai Ichijō        Toribanashi No Koto
Item One          The Matter of Bearing in One's Arms

一、  敵ノ手首ヲ内ヨリ左手ニテ摑ミ目カクシヲ打

敵ノ右手ヲ左ニ下ゲ左足ヲ敵ノ右ヨリ左ニ入 敵ノ

手首両手ニ摑ミ頭上ニアゲテ右ノ足ヲ後ニ引 キ

テ投ル事

--   With the left hand grasping the inside of the opponent's wrist, a 
blinding strike to the eye pushing down the opponent's right hand 
with your left and stepping to the right of the opponent being that
the opponent enters seizing your wrist in both hands, keeping your 
head erect step behind him with the right foot and do a pulling 
throw-down.



第二条
Dai Nijō
Item Two
一、右肩ヲ左ノ手ニテ摑ミ右手ニテ打事

 --   With the left hand grasping his right shoulder and striking with the right hand.

第二条  取放シノ事

Dai Nijō      Toribanashi No Koto
Item Two     The Matter of Bearing in One's Arms

一、 左ノ手ニテ目カクシヲ打右ノ手ニテ敵臂ヲ打

左ノ手ニテ敵ノ手首ヲ上ヨリ上ゲ右ノ手ニテ 水落

ヲ突キ右ノ足ヲ敵ノ左ノ足ヨリ右ニ入リ敵ノ 手首

ヲ右ノ手ニテ摑ミ直ス事

--    With the left hand a blinding eye strike and with the right hand 
elbow strike the opponent with the left hand raise the opponent's 
wrist, raising with the right hand striking and doing 'water drop'
(mizu otoshi). Stepping right foot around the opponents left foot 
thus entering and grasping the opponent's wrist with the right hand 
in an earnest grip.

第三条
Dai Sanjō
Item Three

一、左ノ手ニテ敵ノ胸元ヲ捕フル事
 --    With the left hand at the base of the opponent's chest capturing.

第三条   取放シノ事

Dai Sanjō     Toribanashi No Koto
Item Three    The Matter of Bearing in One's Arms

一、目カクシヲ打テ敵ノ手首ヲ左ノ手ニテ下ヨリ

摑ミ右ノ手ニテ構腹ヲ突キ左ノ足ヲ敵ノ左ヨ リ右

ニ入肩ノ上ヲ越ス両手ヲ掛ケ臂ヲ張リテ投ル事
--    Striking the eye with a blinding strike, grab and lower the 
opponent's wrist with the left hand with the right hand thrust the 
position of his abdomen and over the left foot step towards the right
from the left of the opponent. Entering with [?the arm?] up on the 
shoulder whilst crossing through and hooking with both hands 
spreading his elbows in throwing him.



[ PAGE ONE ENDS AND PAGE TWO STARTS HERE ]

第四条
Dai Yonjō
Item Four

一、敵ノ両手ヲ摑マ事

 --    The opponent grabs with both hands.

第四条   取放シノ事

Dai Yonjō    Toribanashi No Koto
Item Four     The Matter of Bearing in One's Arms

一、 敵ノ右ノ大指ヲ左ノ手ニテ取リ敵ノ手首ヲ右

手ニテ掛直シ右ノ足ニテ敵ノ水落ヲ突キ押倒ス事

--    Having the opponent's right thumb in your left hand capture the 
opponent's wrist with the right hand directly hooking with the right 
foot when the opponent tries 'water drop' (mizu otoshi) striking and 
driving him down.



第五条
Dai Gojō
Item Five

一、敵ノ右袖ヲ左ニテ敵ヲ打事

 --    Having the right sleeve of the opponent in your left hand strike the opponent.

第五条   取放シノ事

Dai Gojō      Toribanashi No Koto
Item Five      The Matter of Bearing in One's Arms

一、 敵ノ左ノ手首ヲ左ニテ下ヨリ押ヘ左ノ足ヲ後

ニ廻リ頭上ヲ越シテ投ル事

--    Having the opponent's left wrist in your left and raising it 
pinned step to the rear with the left foot rotating and keeping his 
arm overhead whilst passing through in throwing him. 

第六条
Dai Rokujō
Item Six

一、敵ノ右手ノ指二本ヲ押ヘ上ル事

 --    Having pinned up the two fingers of the opponent's right hand.

第六条   取放シノ事

Dai Rokujō   Toribanashi No Koto
Item Six         The Matter of Bearing in One's Arms

一、左ノ手ニテ敵ノ大指ヲ摑ミ左足ヲ後ニ廻シアヲ

ニ投ル事
--    With the left hand grasp the opponent's thumb stepping back on 
the right foot and rotating to throw him.



第七条
Dai Nanajō
Item Seven

一、後ヨリ敵ノ袂ヲ両手ニテ押ヘル事
 --    Having pinned in both hands the hem of the opponent's garments from the rear.

第七条    取放シノ事

Dai Nanajō   Toribanashi No Koto
Item Five       The Matter of Bearing in One's Arms

一、 敵ノ右手首ヲ左ノ手ニテ摑ミ左足ヲ敵ノ右ヨ

リ左ニ入リ身ヲシクミ頭ノ上ヲ越シテ右ノ足 ヲ後

ヘ引キアヲニ投ル事
--   With the left hand grasp the opponent's right wrist with the left 
foot enter from left to right keeping [?the arm?] overhead whilst 
crossing through to the rear with the right foot and performing a 
pulling throw-down.
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第八条
Dai Hachijō
Item Eight

一、敵ニ立向フ事

 --    Standing face to face with the opponent.

第八条    取放シノ事

Dai Hachijō   Toribanashi No Koto
Item Eight       The Matter of Bearing in One's Arms
一、右手ニテ敵ノ目カクシヲ打左ノ手ニテ敵ノ右

手ノ甲上ヨリ摑ミ右ノ手ニテ水落ヲ突キ右ノ 足

ヲ右ニ入リ頭上ヲ越シテ敵ノ後ノ右コムラニ 付ケ

下ル事
--    With your right hand a blinding strike to the opponent's eye and
with the left hand grab and raise the back of the right hand of the 
opponent. With the right hand striking him and performing 'water 
drop' (mizu otoshi). With the right foot enter to the right, and keep-
ing his arm overhead whilst crossing through and entering the right 
rear side of the opponent adhering to and dropping him (tsuke sage).



第九条
Dai Kyūjō
Item Nine

一、後ヨリ羽織ノ裾ヲ捕フル事
 --    Seizing from behind the fabric edge of the hemmed cuff.

第九条    取放シノ事

Dai Kyūjō    Toribanashi No Koto
Item Nine      The Matter of Bearing in One's Arms

一、 敵ノ右手首ヲ右ノ手ニテ内ヨリ摑ミ左ノ手ニ

テ胴腹ヲ突キ左ノ足ヲ右ニ入リ身ヲシタミ頭 上ヲ

越シテ右ノ足ヲ引敵ノ右手ヲ捻ナガラ人指シ 指ヲ

喉首ノ右ノ方ヨリ差シアヲニ投ル事
--    With your right hand grasp the inside of the opponent's wrist 
and with the left hand thrust the abdomen of his body then enter the 
right side over your left foot whilst keeping your head erect and 
crossing through over the right foot pulling and twirling the 
opponent's right hand while driving the forefinger into his throat at 
the right side, extending your hand gliding while throwing him.

第十条
Dai Jūjō
Item Ten

一、袂ノ中ニ手ヲ入タルモノヲ右ノ手ニテ袂ノ手

ヲ摑ミ左ノ手ニテ敵ノ臂ヲ押ヘル事
 --    Your hand entering inside his sleeve that being with the right hand grabbing with the hand
his sleeve, with the left hand pinning him by his elbow.

第十条   取放シノ事

Dai Jūjō      Toribanashi No Koto
Item Ten      The Matter of Bearing in One's Arms

一、 左ノ手ニテ敵ノ右手首ヲ摑ミ左足ヲ右ヨリ左

ニ入身ヲシタミ頭上ヲ越シ右足ヲ引アヲニ投 ゲ右

ノ手ニテ水落ヲ打事
--    With your left hand grab the opponent's right wrist your right foot 
stepping from right to left entering while and keeping his arm overhead
when passing through pulling the right foot along and throwing him 
with your right hand striking 'water drop' (mizu otoshi).



[ PAGE THREE ENDS AND PAGE FOUR STARTS HERE ]

第十一条
Dai Jūichi-jō
Item Eleven

一、 一人ノ人ヲ四人ニテ押ヘル事

但シ左右ノ腕ヲ二人ニテ押ヘ前一人ニテ胸元ヲ両

手ニテ摑ミ後襟ヲ摑ミ放サザル事
 --    Pinning down arrest with one person against four people.
Wherever the arms of two of them are, to the left and right in arresting control, with the front man grab 
with both your hands the chest and releasing with one hand to grab the rear collar [by which to down 
him].

第十一条    取放シノ事

Dai Jūichi-jō      Toribanashi No Koto
Item Eleven         The Matter of Bearing in One's Arms

一、 左ノ足ヲ前ニ出シ左ノ敵ノ手首ヲ右手ニテ

上ヨリ摑ミ我身ノ左手ヲ放シ其ノ手ニテ右敵 ノ右

ノ手首ヲ下ヨリ摑ミマツチリ抱キシメ上ゲ身 ヲシ

クンデ左足ヲ前ニ引キ投ル事
--    One proceeds over the forward left foot to the left of the 
opponent grabbing and raising the opponent's wrist with your right 
hand, your own left hand releasing with that hand the opponent's 
right wrist grabbing and pushing down in the spreading embrace 
constriction (mutsuchiri-daki-shime) lifting the body abruptly. Your 
left foot forward doing a pulling throw (hiki-nage).

第十二条
Dai Jūni-jō
Item Twelve

一、敵ノ傘ヲ上ヨリ下ニ手ヲ掛ケ押ヘル事
 --    The parasol umbrella of the opponent is being raised with your hand push down [the umbrella]
and do a hooking arrest (kake-osae).

[TRANS NOTE: This technique mentions an umbrella (傘) 'kasa', it's not a typo.]



第十二条   取放シノ事

Dai Jūni-jō       Toribanashi No Koto
Item Twelve      The Matter of Bearing in One's Arms

一、 敵ノ右手首ヲ右手ニテ傘ノ手ノ外ヨリ内ノ方

ヲ摑ミ傘ヲ両手ニテ上ゲ臂ヲ張リテ左ノ足ヲ敵ノ

右ノ方ヨリ左ニ入リ肩ノ上ヲ越シテ投ル事
--    With your right hand take the opponent's right wrist, the hand 
on the umbrella being to the outside grab from an inward direction 
with both hands bring the umbrella up and spread it the opponent 
stepping with the left foot towards the right, enter leftwards leading 
with the shoulder doing an advancing throw-down (koshi nage.)

[TRANS NOTE: This 'koshi nage' is not a hip throw. (越し投げ) 
“By-passing throw; Crossing over throw”.]

第十三条
Dai Jūsan-jō
Item Thirteen

一、左足ヲサシ敵ノ持ツタル棒ヲ両手ニテ押ヘル事
 --    One advances over the left foot against the opponent who is holding a stick in both hands, one 
does arresting.

第十三条    取放シノ事

Dai Jūsan-jō     Toribanashi No Koto
Item Thirteen     The Matter of Bearing in One's Arms
一、敵ノ手首ヲ左ノ手ニテ内ヨリ右手ニテ摑ミ持

ツタル棒ヲ上ゲ頭上ヲ越シ左足ヲ敵ノ後ヘ廻 シ投ル事
--    With your right hand grasp the opponent's left wrist from the 
inside, he is holding the stick upwards, and keeping his arm 
overhead whilst crossing through and behind the opponent's left 
foot do a rotating throw-down (mawashi-nage.)

第十四条
Dai Jūyon-jō
Item Fourteen

一、左ノ足ヲサシ敵ノ持ツタル棒先ヲ両手ニテ摑マ事
 --    One advances over the left foot against the opponent who is holding the end of a stick in both 
hands, one then grabs.



第十四条    取放シノ事

Dai Jūyon-jō      Toribanashi No Koto
Item Fourteen      The Matter of Bearing in One's Arms

一、敵ノ右手首ヲ左手ニテ摑ミ右ノ足ヲ敵ノ左ヨ

リ右ニ入左足ヲ後ニ引持ツタル右ノ手ヲ上ゲ 頭上

ヲ越シテアヲマケニ投ル事
--    With your left hand grab the opponent's right wrist from the left
enter around the opponent's right foot and with your left foot at the 
rear the drawing embrace raising the right hand and keeping his arm
overhead whilst crossing by and turning in a certain direction to 
throw him.
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第十五条
Dai Jūgo-jō
Item Fifteen

一、脇 指シノ柄ニ手ヲ掛ケ三寸鯉口ヲ切ル事
 --    Hooking with your hand at the hilt of the Wakizashi short sword before the last 
three inches [of the blade] has cleared the scabbard [take the sword yourself and] cut him.

[TRANS NOTE: Text line has unusual form of the word 'wakizashi' (“short sword”) namely (脇指シ) which is phonetically identical 'wakizashi'. 
Probably the difference in script is to signify that the sheathed short sword has been moved up and around in the belt in readiness to draw, hence brought
between his body and yours. (指シ = 指し) “between two objects or persons”. It would be easy to misjudge and mis-translate a specific adaptive idiom 
like this, one would think it says something about the finger alongside the hilt of the sword (the jutted out index finger or the pinkie finger perhaps?) ]

第十五条   取放シノ事

Dai Jūgo-jō      Toribanashi No Koto
Item Fifteen      The Matter of Bearing in One's Arms
一、左手ニテ敵ノ手首ヲ摑ミ左足ヲ敵ノ前ニ出シ

右手ニテ敵ノミケンヲ鉄扇ニテ打其ノ儘肩ヲクハ

ヘ右手ニテ刀ノ柄ヲ押ヘ右足ヲ敵ノ後ニ入身ヲ 変

ハシ投ル事
--    With the left hand grab the opponent's wrist, the opponent's left 
foot is forward, advance with the left hand and with the Tessen iron 
fan strike the brow and with that shoulder ...(??)... with the right 
hand shove the hilt of his sword entering around the opponent's 
right foot to his rear and do a 'changing throw-down' (kahashi-nage 
→ (most modern Jp.) Kawashi-nage).

第十六条
Dai Jūroku-jō
Item Sixteen

一、指 シタル刀ヲ敵ノ押ヘラルル事 
 --    The opponent's blade being between both of you, do pressing pin-down. 

第十六条     取放シノ事

Dai Jūroku-jō    Toribanashi No Koto
Item Sixteen        The Matter of Bearing in One's Arms

一、左ノ手ニテ鍔ヲ押ヘ左ノ足ヲ敵ノ右ヨリ左ニ

入右手ニテ敵ノ右手首ヲ内ヨリ掛ケ頭上ヲ越シ右

ノ足ヲ引アヲマケニ投ル事
--    With the left hand push the hand guard of the sword, step 
around opponent's left foot entering to the opponent's right side, 
with the right hand hook the opponent's right wrist from inside, and 
keeping his arm  overhead whilst crossing through the right foot 
used to draw, turn and throw him.



第十七条
Dai Jūshichi-jō
Item Seventeen

一、三人ニテアヲニ臥セラルル事

但シ一人ハ胸元ヲ両手ニテ押ヘ二人ハ左右ノ 両手

ヲ両手ニテ押ヘ放サザル事
 --    Laying prostrate three persons.
Whichever first man, with both hands pushing at the base of the chest the other two 
persons controlling with both hands, with both your hands arrest and release yourself. 

第十七条     取放シノ事

Dai Jūshichi-jō    Toribanashi No Koto
Item Seventeen     The Matter of Bearing in One's Arms

一、三人ニテアヲニ臥セラレタルトキハ我体ヲ先

ニ進メ右敵ノ左手首ヲ左手ニテ内ヨリ摑ミ真乗 ソ

ノ敵ノ胸元ヲ摑ミシ間ニ左右ノ敵ノ手ヲ寄セ 膝ヲ

添ヘ前ニ投ル事 
--   Laying prostrate and freeing oneself from three persons. 
Proceeding from the front to the right of the opponent with your left
hand from the inside grab his left wrist taking true grip by using the 
other hand to grab [the garments] at his lower chest and by this 
opportunity controlling the opponent by his hand, drawing him near
in propping him from the front and throwing him.

[ PAGE FIVE ENDS AND PAGE SIX STARTS HERE ]



第十八条
Dai Jūhachi-jō
Item Eighteen

一、敵前ニ立向ヘシ事
 --   Standing face to face with the opponent.

第十八条   取放シノ事

Dai Jūhachi-jō    Toribanashi No Koto
Item Eighteen       The Matter of Bearing in One's Arms
一、右手ニテ目カクシヲ打敵ノ右手首ヲ左手ニテ

取リ右ニ返ス左足ヲ後ヘ引右手ニテ再ビ打事
--    With the right hand an eye blinding strike, with the left hand 
capture the opponent's right wrist countering to the right left foot 
stepping to the rear and drawing with the right hand and striking a 
second time. 

計三捨六ケ条
Kei Sanroku Kajō
The Plan of Thirty (36) Articles 

[ TRANS NOTE: This line of entry in the Japanese textbook that the record was taken from, I think it is as close as the text came to
recording the subject of the 36 items that would be found at this point in the scroll. There would be some kind of listings here that
number thirty six items or rather, might be a description or even a graphic depiction representing the 36 items. It's hard to be sure
without seeing the actual original scroll. ]
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SUMMARY

  

The text of the scrolls reveals very little about (these forms of) the school Daitō ryū. It has a limited
description of techniques and shows little or no technical sectioning, this is fairly indicative of the kind
of schools that Daitō ryū is a part of. Many people believe that Daitō ryū is just a differenced branch of
Jūjutsu but this might not be entirely accurate? On the other hand, I'm not sure how to explain what the
difference is? It has to do with the schools of Budo Magic. Forms of the Japanese martial arts that are
magic based. Aiki-jutsu (合氣術) is about the same word in Japanese as 'Ki-jutsu' itself which can be
written either (氣術) or (奇術) and means “magic; stage magic; slight-of-hand (legerdemain)”. Another
common word (in Japanese language) used to describe it is (魔術) 'ma-jutsu'. If I were to say that a
certain amount of legerdemain is going on with these kinds of scrolls, would you understand me? That
is why the scrolls seem to say not much of anything. No technique names, not much of (or absolutely
no) sections and section headings... unlike all the other scrolls.  

Aiki-jutsu (合氣術) is just another word for magic tricks, and can be written with the other kanji such
as (合奇術) 'aiki-jutsu', (遭奇術) 'aiki-jutsu'1,   (逢奇術) 'aiki-jutsu' and others kanji construct besides
these. One can find multiple examples of these particular ways of writing the word 'aiki-jutsu' just by
typing them into a search engine with parenthesis (for example: “ 遭奇術” ). These idioms are common
in Japanese and Chinese. There are Korean versions of the same idioms. The word 'Aikidō' and the
word 'Aiki-jutsu' are not different. (合奇道) 'Aikidō', (遭奇道) 'Aikidō'2,   (逢奇道) 'Aikidō' and others
kanji construct besides.  One can find multiple examples of these particular ways of writing the word
'Aikidō', just by typing them into a search engine with parenthesis  (for example: “ 遭奇道” ). They are
an alternate but common way to write the word Aikido in Japanese (and Chinese, for that matter.) IF
YOU KNOW WHAT THE WORDS MEAN, THEN YOU KNOW MORE THAN YOU DID BEFORE ABOUT
AIKI-JŪJUTSU AND AIKIDO ITSELF.

Aiki-jutsu-shi (合奇術師)  (lit.) “Teacher of Aiki-jutsu” or if you prefer, Aiki-Jujutsu-shi (合奇柔術

師) (lit.) “Teacher of Aiki-Jujutsu”  but is almost identical to the word: Ki-jutsu-shi (奇術師): “(Stage)
Magician;  Magician;  Sorcerer”.  In  Japan,  they  perform  Budo  related  magic  tricks  in  public
demonstration... and the martial art they practice is magic based along these lines... namely, to cause
accidents to happen to one's opponents. 

1   This one denotes more a form of black magic, causing accidents to occur, for example. This is also one of the main forms of the idiom for such schools as 'Aiki-(ju)-jutsu'
and means “to make accidents happen to the opponents when defending oneself”.

2   This one denotes more a form of black magic, causing accidents to occur, for example. This is also one of the main forms of the idiom for such schools as 'Aikdo' and
means “to make accidents happen to the opponents when defending oneself”.



OTHER SCROLLS THAT ARE ASSOCIATIVE 
TO THESE DAITŌ RYŪ SCROLL

Well, uhm, heh heh... there would likely be some small problems with that idea. Namely, any auxiliary 
scrolls of whatever sort, such as Kakushi buki weapons scrolls, or anything else for that matter, would 
most probably read quite the same. No technique names, no real sections or section headings. When 
translated doesn't really seem to say much of anything. Just like these scrolls don't seem to say much. 

You either get it, or you don't?

Magicians use props. Would you expect a magician's prop sword to be real? Of course not.

These forms of the Daitō ryū are Budo magic schools.

END OF TEXT


